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But let us be less puritanical. Jesseph's book is a good, solid study, clearly resulting 
from intensive work on period texts. It is very careful, detailed and full of facts, 
and also of philosophical ideas--occasionally, not very typically 18th-century ones. 
It is certainly going to be a crucial work of reference on its topic for a long time. 
It would be ungenerous to criticize it because it pays a toll to the standards of at 
least two different, equally demanding disciplines. So let us thank Jesseph for 
having done this work, for having managed to be theoretically engaged while giving 
historians of mathematics grounds to feel reasonably happy; and let us enjoy reading 
his (re)construction f this mathematical-philosophical Berkeley with the curiosity 
and the respect it deserves. 
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The title of this book points to a plurality of mathematical worlds, and the 
indication is well supported by the book itself; virtually all of the essays are directed 
in one way or another to breaking up monolithic models of mathematical knowledge 
and replacing them with pluralistic visions. The replacements are as varied as the 
authors who formulated them; the essays are divided into three sections entitled 
"Philosophical Perspectives," "Mathematics, Politics and Pedagogy," and "Mathe- 
matics, Society and Social Change," and there is considerable play even within 
these broad delineations. None of the essays is long enough to be more than 
suggestive, but each provides apath into the relevant literatures in its bibliography. 
Although itself not a history book, this is essential reading for anyone in the 
process of framing a research project in the history of mathematics. Issues here 
considered often bear directly on the most fundamental ssumptions ofthe historical 
as well as the mathematical enterprise. Thus, to pick just one example, the process 
and implications of reflecting on mathematics i  a major concern in two essays, 
"The Dialogical Nature of Reflective Knowledge" by Ole Skovsmose and "Mathe- 
matics and Social Change" by Roland Fischer. Skovsmose takes off from a concern 
about the ways mathematical skills are used to create a hierarchy of ability among 
students to explore the "monological" epistemology that supports the peculiar 
dynamics of mathematical classrooms. A monological epistemology is one in which 
"the operations of the subject do not involve any interpersonal relations" (p. 167). 
Translated into the classroom setting, "monologism establishes authority in the 
classroom--the t acher and the text book" (p. 169); it also sustains the hierarchical 
rankings that clearly establish the relative worth of the students. Skovsmose counters 
this view of mathematics with a more diverse one; this entails uncoupling mathemati- 
cal knowledge from absolute truth, and connecting it to the more human notion 
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of promise or intention. To say "I know something" is not an impersonal issue of 
right or wrong but rather a personal commitment to defending and acting on 
that knowledge. Skovsmose contends that a mathematical pedagogy built on this 
alternative understanding of what it is to know would accommodate more diverse 
student populations than does that constructed on monological assumptions. It 
would do this, at least in part, by recognizing the possibility of legitimate conflict 
about mathematical knowledge. 
Fischer's article begins with the message: "Human society today faces specific 
tasks which can be coped with only by additional collective self-reflection. Mathemat- 
ics can be useful in fostering the process of self-reflection . . . .  if--and only if?--it 
undergoes some changes according to certain ew orientations" (p. 197). From this 
beginning he considers ways that mathematics needs to be reconceived to allow 
for self-reflection; drawing examples from economics he brings to the fore questions 
about he applicability of mathematical models to real situations, and points to the 
problems created by ignoring these issues. In passing, he mentions the hierarchical 
problem that so concerns Skovsmose--"If you have noiseless communication about 
clear matters, then hierarchically organized groups get better esults (in coordinating 
information). But if 'noise' is introduced by giving contents that cannot be spoken 
about so clearly, then 'heterarchical' groups are better . . . .  Does this tell us anything 
about mathematics?" (p.206). Clearly Fischer thinks it does, and, like Skovsmose, 
he advocates changing the subject so that it will no longer do so. His focus is on 
policy whereas Skovsmose's is on epistemology, their bibliographies do not overlap 
in even one book, but their orientations are strikingly similar. 
That the history of mathematics, like its philosophy or sociology, isa disciplinary 
form of reflective knowledge is suggested not only from the common definition of 
"reflection" but also, more technically, by the conflicts that have long characterized 
the field. As such it stands in relation to an at least implicit dialogue with the kinds 
of pedagogical nd political considerations developed in these essays. Historians 
may choose not to address these issues either explicitly, by stating their views of 
reflective knowledge, or more indirectly, by focusing their research on the kinds 
of philosophical or social issues here raised. Nevertheless many will read their work 
as a contribution to this kind of discussion. It therefore behooves historians of 
whatever persuasion to stay well informed about current social and political reflec- 
tions about mathematics. This book of essays is an excellent place to start. 
